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(info of exhibition and some text)

Modern Vastu (Energy) Science

in association with Tipco Industries Ltd., brings to you,

for the First Time in the World,

"Cosmic Harmony Homes"

PyrAmid © Houses

span style="font-size: 14pt">on display at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi

Exhibition: Plastindia

Stall No. 7-OD-R2

Dates: 15 to 20th Feb '2003.

`Cosmic Harmony Homes (CHH)' is Pre-Energized using Highly Polarized PyrAmid © Energy Correctors.

CHH would rectify Man made as well Natural Geopathic Stress Zones and create highly positive and harmonious energy
fields which enhances and improves cell function in animate and inanimate energy systems / life forms. (Please Read
The article given below to know how Geopathic Stress Zones are hazardous to our health / wealth and happiness)

Salient Features of the PyrAmid © Displayed at The Exhibition:http://www.harmony000.org
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The PyrAmid © has 1000 sq ft. of usage area.

Dimensions : 35 X 35 X 20 feet

Material: Tipwood, a revolutionary product made from Jute and Synthetic resin.

Tipwood is a proprietary product developed by Tipco Ind. Ltd. as a wood substitute. Tipwood is stronger than wood, is
fire proof, termite proof and weather proof. Tipwood is economical and Eco-Friendly.

Cosmic Harmony Homes can easily be installed and dismantled overnight. Cosmic Harmony Homes can be specifically
made as per the requirements of your premises, and of virtually any size big or small. The 1000 sq. ft. CHH can be your
comfortable two bed room, hall, kitchen farmhouse / outhouse.

Cosmic Harmony Homes are ideal for Hotels, Health Resorts, Theme Parks, etc. The entire resort can be up and ready
for use overnight saving enormous time and money.

CHH can be erected in farms, on beaches, terraces, gardens, etc. without violating building construction regulations and
without having to follow building construction laws at most places.

We invite you with your friends and family to view this Magnificent PyrAmid © and experience its harmonious energies.
We will also give live demonstrations of Geopathic Stress and its effects.

With warm regards,

Ankur Betai

(Senior Executive)

PyrAmid © Houses &ndash; A Safe Haven in Today&rsquo;s World

If you look at any part of your home (say a wall) through an electron microscope, you will see groups of electrons,
protons, neutrons, etc whirling at high speeds, seemingly suspended in air. Your house at the cellular level is made up of
pure energy. Similarly all matter, whether living or non-living at the cellular level is pure energy. We live in an Energy
http://www.harmony000.org
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Universe.

PyrAmid © Houses: PyrAmid © Shape attracts Energy from the environment and develops an energy field. A PyrAmid © built
over a land with Geopathic Stress Zones will accentuate the Geopathic Stress. PyrAmid © houses erected over land
which has been treated for correction of Geopathic Stress Zones, will have a very positive and harmonious energy field.
Modern Vaastu (Energy) Science, has developed special PyrAmid © Energy Instruments which will effectively correct the
Geopathic Stress Zones between 90 to 100 %. You simply place the PyrAmid © Energy Instruments on predetermined
locations in your land to neutralize the Geopathich stress.

After removal of the Geopathic Stress, the PyrAmid © House will attract environmental energies and develop a
harmonious field which will continue to grow and develop as time passes.

Please contact for your on the spot evalution of Geopathic Stress Zones.
Evidence Connecting Geopathic Stress Zone to Illness

Geopathic stress zone has been found to be the common factor in many serious and minor illnesses and psychological
conditions, especially those conditions in which the immune system is severely compromised. The major issue is an
increased risk of cancer. While geopathic stress zone does not directly cause cancer, it weakens the body and makes it
much more likely to acquire cancer. Studies have shown that over 85% of patients who die from cancer had regular
exposure to geopathic stress zone.

·
The late Dr. Hans Nieper, M.D., stated that 92% of all his cancer patients and 75% of his MS patients are geopathically
stress zoned. Dr. Nieper was a world-renowned cancer and MS specialist and operated one of the largest MS practices
in the world, located in Germany.

·
Von Pohl proved to the Central Committee for Cancer Research in Berlin, almost 60 years ago, that one was unlikely
to get cancer unless one spent some time in geopathically stress zoned places.

·

Dr. Hager, M.D., found Geopathic Stress zone was present in all 5,348 cancer cases investigated.

·
The German physicist Robert Endros studied this question with Professor KE Lotz of the School of Architecture of
Biberach (West Germany). Their analysis of 400 deaths due to cancer revealed that 383 cases were related to dwelling over geological faults, underground waterveins and disturbances of the natural geomagnetic field.

Geopathic Stress zone has been found to be the common factor in most serious and minor illnesses and psychological
conditions, including cancer, MS, AIDS, tuberculosis, meningitis, MD, kidney and gallstones, rheumatism, heart and
circulation problems as well as depression, insomnia, suicide, the promotion of stress zone, and high blood pressure,
together with resistence to treatment. Geopathic Stress zone is also the common factor in cases of infertility and
miscarriages, and in most children with learning difficulties and behavioral problems.

http://www.harmony000.org
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When the home or work place of the affected person is neutralized of geopathic stress conditions, the body begins to
heal.

Other potential problems of geopathic stress zone includes cardiovascular deficiency, attention deficit disorder, immune
deficiency disorders, and chronic fatigue. Some lesser effects of influence are chronic body pains, headaches, sudden
signs of physical aging, irritability, and restless sleep. It is also a common factor in cases of infertility and miscarriages.
Geopathic Stress zone And Sleep

During sleep your brain is supposed to rest half the time and is busy healing your body the other half. However, if you are
exposed to geopathic stress zone during sleep your brain never receives the full rest it requires to repair and regenerate
due to the geopathic stress zone. To have optimal health it is important to make certain you are not sleeping on one of
the geopathic stress zone faults, which will be discussed later.
What is Geopathic Stress Zones:
Geopathic Stress zone: Geopathic Stress is natural radiation that rises up through the earth, other material matter and is
distorted by weak electro-magnetic fields created by subterranean running water, certain mineral concentrations, fault
lines and underground cavities. The wavelengths of the natural radiation disturbed in this way become harmful to living
organisms.

Electropathological energy created by modern technology like televisions, computers, mobile phones, micro wave ovens
etc. also contribute to geopathic stress zone. Other contributions to Geopathic Stress zones are in the form of high and
low frequency energy from telecommunication towers, electricity pylons, transformers, radar and radio towers.

Geopathic Stress Zones have a range of influence from 2 to 200 feet, and reach a height of 600 to 30,000 feet. Their
direction is random and may be horizontal, vertical or diagonal. When natural radiation rises through the earth, its
wavelength becomes distorted. These distorted fields of radiation are harmful to living organisms, and produce the
geopathic stress zones. Geopathic Stress Zones can also be man-made. These would include electromagnetic fields that
emanate from such structures as high tension, or satellite towers, electrical street poles, or fuse boxes.

All land treated by Modern Vastu (Energy) Science by placing PyrAmid © Energy Instruments would be freed between 90
to 100% of Geopathic Stress.
Detection of Geopathic Stress zone

Gepathic Stress Zones can be detected by using geomagnetometers or by a dowsing.

We can evaluate the Geopathic Stress Zones of your residence / office / factory etc. on the spot by dowsing over the
address or your plan premises (A rough sketch would also do). Please send us your complete name and address for
evaluation of your Geopathic Stress Zone levels.
NEVER SEND SPAM. IT IS BAD.
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